Physiography
The quadrangle is in the southeastern portion of the Central Basin area and the northeastern portion of the Chaco Slope area (Kelley, 1950) of the structural depression known as the San Juan Basin. It also is within the Penistaja Cuestas physiographic sector (Baltz, 1967 During the continued retreat of the sea, the depositional environments in the quadrangle area became more terrestrial. This is evidenced by the transition within the lower Menefee from carbonaceous to noncoal-bearing deposits, in which there is an upward decrease in the occurrence and lateral continuity of the coals. As the sea retreated, the sediments of the Point Lookout Sandstone and overlying Menefee Formation were deposited in successively higher stratigraphic positions to the northeast. Terrestrial deposition resumed in the Paleocene as represented by the Ojo Alamo Sandstone and the overlying Nacimiento Formation. Alluvial plain and floodplain deposits of the Ojo Alamo were followed by the thick, lithologically varied deposits of the Nacimiento during continuous nonmarine deposition (Powell, 1973) . The Nacimiento was later exposed to erosion.
The Eocene San Jose Formation was subsequently deposited over the Nacimiento erosional surface, reflecting various nonmarine environments which developed across the basin. Deposition and structural deformation of the basin then ceased, and the warped strata of the San Juan Basin have been exposed to erosional processes to the present time. A significant amount of erosion has occurred, as indicated by the removal of most of the San Jose
Formation from the area.
Stratigraphy
The formations studied in this quadrangle range from Late
Cretaceous to Eocene in age. They are, in order from oldest to youngest: (Baltz, 1967) . Regional dip measured within the quadrangle ranges from 1° to 2° to the north-northeast (Dane, 1936) . A small, normal fault in the southwestern part of the quadrangle trends east-west and is down-dropped on the northern side (Dane, 1936 ).
-11- (Dane, 1936; Shomaker, 1971) . Analyses of several Menefee Formation coal beds are included in a report by Shomaker (1971) . The results of these analyses are given in Table 1 Table 2 (Dane, 1936; Fassett and Hinds, 1971; Shomaker and Lease, 1971 ).
Menefee Coal Zone
The To convert Btu'a/lb to kj/kg, multiply Btu's/lb by 2.326.
chosen for the structure contour map because it portrays the upper boundary of the coal-bearing zone more consistently than the top of the randomly occurring uppermost Menefee coal.
As illustrated by the structure contour map (CRO Plate 5), the coal zone dips approximately 1° to the north. As a result of topography and dip, overburden (CRO Plate 6) varies from less than 600 ft ( analyses of the quality of Menefee Formation coals are known to be available for this quadrangle. However, information from surrounding areas is assumed to be similar to that for the coals from this quadrangle. Analyses of several Menefee Formation coals are included in a report by Shomaker (1971) .
The results of these analyses are given in Table 1 . Table 2 (Fassett and Hinds, 1971; Shomaker and Lease, 1971) .
COAL RESOURCES
Coal resource data from oil and gas wells (El Paso Natural Gas Co.,
1978, unpublished data in well log library, Farmington, New Mexico), coal test holes (Jentgen and Fassett, 1977) , and geologic maps (Dane, 1936) were utilized in the construction of outcrop, isopach, and structure contour maps -24-
